TMC Fellow in Missional Health Care

The Theology, Medicine, and Culture Initiative (TMC) at Duke Divinity School in Durham, North Carolina provides theological formation for those committed to engaging health, illness, and disability in the light of the good news of Jesus Christ.

TMC invites health care practitioners to be a part of reimagining a world in which health care displays the love and wisdom of God, deepened by theological learning and practiced in Christian community.

Health care practitioners and leaders working in global or domestic missional organizations are eligible to apply for a tuition free one-year residential program of study and formation. Selected TMC fellows in missional health care will complete the Certificate in Theology and Health Care along with other TMC Fellows.

This opportunity is being offered to support health care workers in their vocations and to enrich our TMC community by learning from those working in missional contexts in the US and globally. Recipients will:

- receive a full tuition scholarship for one academic year,
- be paired with a faculty mentor,
- participate in the full range of activities offered to TMC Fellows, and
- be invited to share with others in the TMC community what they have learned from their experiences in missional health care in various settings, including mentorship opportunities, guest lectures and seminars.

Those interested should apply for admission to Duke Divinity School through the online ChooseDuke portal and identify in your application that you are interested in the TMC Missional Fellow position as well as pertinent work and background in missional health care. Priority applications are available through 4/15/2022. Those interested in applying after 4/15/2022 should contact dukeTMC@div.duke.edu.

For further information, see https://tmc.divinity.duke.edu/immersive-fellowship-in-theology-medicine-and-culture/ or https://divinity.duke.edu/admissions/how-apply#tmccert to apply.

Please contact dukeTMC@div.duke.edu or Dr. Martha Carlough at martha.carlough@duke.edu for more information or to have a conversation to learn more!